
 
 

  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #40 
  

 

Post-Boxing Day Special! In our 40th Weekly - a nice round number to finish a year 

extraordinaire - we focus on Hopium’s ambitions as the European Tesla, China and lunar 

rock samples, Reworld Media’s digital model vindicated by the sale of Prisma Media, the 

$9 trillion needed in Renewables, art and Mouton Xu Bing (Mouton Rothschild 2018), the 

MGM film studios for sale, Dior and the future of fashion shows, Salto’s promising start 

and more! 

 

We wish you a very happy festive season and we look forward to seeing you in 2021! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 
 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=3b43c90d28&e=dbe29cf097


 

SMALL CAPS  

 

 

      

DEUS EX-(HOPIUM) MACHINA 

Congrats to racing car driver Olivier Lombard (29) - winner of the 24 Hours of Le Mans in 2011 - 

for successfully listing his HOPIUM start-up on Euronext Access on Christmas Eve (MLHPI FP, 

€12m market cap)! Founded in 2019, the French manufacturer of high-end hydrogen-powered 

car got a €1.7m cash injection in October from high profile French backers like Benoit Grossman 

(IDinvest), Pascal Chevalier (Reworld Media, ALREW FP). MLHPI benefits from its founder's 

expertise in Autos and Hydrogen having worked for 8 years with Swiss GreenGT and ACO on 

hydrogen-fuelled racing car LMPH2G project, backed by TOTAL (FP FP), MICHELIN (ML FP), 

PLASTIC OMNIUM (POM FP) among others. The odds are good: California-based LUCID 

MOTORS - which should start mass producing next year its hydrogen-powered Lucid Air model 

(fetching up to $160,000) - sold >50% of its shares for a whooping $1bn+ to Saudi Arabia’s 

Sovereign Wealth Fund in 2019. MLPHI aims to be another world leader in hydrogen-powered 

vehicles, targetting €1bn revenues by 2030. Its MACHINA prototype (230km/h, 1000k 

autonomy) will be released mid-2021 before commercial launch in 2025 for a sweet €120,000. 

Order one for next Christmas! www.hopium.com 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

      

REWORLD MEDIA (ALREW FP, €175m market cap)'s DIGITAL MODEL 

VINDICATED BY PRISMA MEDIA' FATE 

The consolidation game goes on in the French B2C magazine sector with VIVENDI (VIV FP) in 

exclusive talks to buy BERTELSMANN/GRUNER+JAHR-owned PRISMA MEDIA. Arguably, the 

deal expected to be closed in 1H21 equally tells of VIV's opportunistic move - CEO Arnaud de 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=bff886427a&e=dbe29cf097
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Puyfontaine is industry insider having been before CEO of EMAP+Mondadori France and of 

Hearst UK - as much as of the long-time struggle by Prima Media to migrate digitally its leading 

consumer magazine brands (Geo, Gala, Femme Actuelle, Capital etc), further aggravated by the 

woes of press distributor Presstalis: print revenues still reportedly account for 2/3 of total Prisma 

Media revenues (€304m in 2019). Digital migration is precisely a key strength of ALREW which 

has grown fast by acquisitions including Mondadori France recently. No wonder VIV is 

apparently paying €120-150m (+debt) for Prisma Group vs. the €300m+ price tag owner 

Bertelsmann and its subsidiary Gruner+Jahr were looking for only 2-3 years ago. Sic transit 

(media) gloria. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

 

   

DON'T SAY "MOUTON (ROTHSCHILD) 2018", SAY "MOUTON XU BING": ART 

MEETS WINE 

Leading wine-owner Baron Philippe de Rothschild (https://lnkd.in/eAqsJnG) a pioneer - a 

disrupter using more hip terminology - in 1924 when he turned to a high profile artist like Jean 

Carlu to design the label of his grand cru classé, and kept doing so ever since: for the 2018 

vintage, Chinese artist Xu Bing follows a long and prestigious list of artistic leading lights 

including Salvador Dali (1958), Juan Miro (1969), Marc Chagall (1970), Andy Warhol (1975), 

Pierre Soulages (1976), Francis Bacon (1990) or David Hockney (2014). Unsurprisingly, the name 

of the artist supersedes the "branding" of the vintage: 2018 is no exception as Mouton Xu Bing. 

Whether this gives leading digital art specialist Arteïa (www.arteïa.com) ideas for a juicy deal in 

the wine-making world is one thing, but the convergence between fine art and fine wine is 

striking. Inbound is sole advisor to Arteïa. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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FUTURE OF FASHION (WEEKS) 

Dior Homme's Creative Director Kim Jones may have just made Post-Pandemic history - in the 

fashion world at least. His virtual fashion show early December for the Autumn 2021 collection 

of Dior Homme - owned by LVMH (MC FP, €250bn market cap) - was indeed ground-breaking 

on several accounts. First because it was 100% digital, second because it recorded an impressive 

success in terms of views on Dior's website, Instagram (owned by FACEBOOK (FP US)) and - for 

the first time - streaming platform Twitch (owned by AMAZON (AMZN FP)): leading 

publication Women's Wear Daily reported there were 107.7m views purely on Chinese social 

media (vs. 153.5m views of the c.80 fashion houses' combined content at the last Fashion Week 

in Paris shown on the Federation de la Haute Couture et de la Mode's dedicated platform).Third 

because it included the collaboration of leading street-artist Kenny Scharf, a contemporary of 

Basquiat well known for his playful graffitis (https://kennyscharf.com): high end fashion, the 

next stop for ARTEÏA (www.Arteïa.com)? 

Click here to find out more >> 
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SOME LIKE IT HOT - NOT! "JUST" NINE TRILLION $ NEEDED IN RENEWABLES 

Since the Paris Agreement five years ago, Renewables have made substantial progress within the 

Energy mix of pretty much every country, including the most fossil fuel-friendly ones. 2023 will 

represent a historic milestone, when the Renewables' global installed capacity will surpass that 

of natural gas. 2024 another one when wind power and photovoltaic will overcome coal : only 3-
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4 years to go! Sadly that's neither Fast nor Furious enough: the trajectory of global warming still 

stands above the upper limit of 1.5 degree Celsius set by COP21. According to Goldman Sachs, 

the world needs to invest at least $9,000bn more in Renewables to just bring it in line. "Some like 

it hot" - but not our future generations. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

NEAR-PERFECT SOMERSAULT FOR SALTO (SO FAR) 

French SVOD platform SALTO (www.salto.fr) - co-owned by TF1 (TFI FP, €1.4bn market cap), 

M6 (MMT FP, €1.8bn), state television group France Televisions - is reportedly off to a strong 

start since launch on October 20 (100K subs in the first 3 weeks reportedly). Early days but given 

competition from Netflix ad Amazon Prime as well as outsiders Disney+ and AppleTV, the odds 

were not great: no wonder CEO Thomas Follin confesses "[we are] a little bit surprised ourselves" 

by the momentum. Lockdown Episode 1 & 2 may have helped, but such early success also seems 

to reflect a fit between the platform and its target audience, shown by usage intensity usage (a 

household goes on Salto 10 times/week for 2 hours on average). Salto's USP revolves around 

offering free-to-air TV and streaming content on a single platform. It now aims to make itself 

more directly available on (connected) TV sets. A growing French TV streaming ecosystem is 

strongly supportive of leading international platform ALCHIMIE (ALCHI FP, €60m), uniquely 

able to link content owners, digital platforms and their subscribers: www.alchimie.com 

Click here to find out more >> 
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TOMORROW('S MGM SALE) NEVER DIES 

Archetypal independent US film studio MGM may have taken inspiration from James Bond's 

18th opus (1997 with Pierce Brosnan) as it is exploring a sale AGAIN. Like in a scene from 

"Casino Royal", MGM (or at least owner Anchorage Capital) was reportedly placing its bets on 

the latest $200m-budget Bond film due for release April '20 initially, until an Evil Virus pushed 

it back to Nov then April '21 - also derailing plans to sell expensively ($8bn vs. $6bn in 2018 the 

then CEO was ready to sell to APPLE (AAPL US) before getting sacked). Content is king? Like 

other studios, MGM has bee hit hard by the woes plaguing cinema chains everywhere (AMC, 

Regal/Cineworld...). It is also too small to launch an SVOD platform on its own and generate the 

kinds of streaming revenues DISNEY (DIS US) or AT&T (T US)-owned WARNER can. For that 

reason at least, its catalogue rich with c.4,000 movies (Rocky, Hobbit trilogy...) and c.17,000 TV 

hours (Vikings, Handmaid's Tale...) is valuable. Still, "No Time To Die" becomes "Time to Sell 

(Cheaper)".  

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

TAKE ME TO THE MOON - AND BACK 

Congrats to China for successfully completing an ambitious mission to capture moon fragments 

and return them to Earth (also China's 3rd exploration on the moon's surface). The successful 

return of a lunar landing craft to Earth is also the world's first since a Soviet mission in 1976. The 

rock samples were drilled from the Wuhan Sea and will be used to check whether Covid-19 has 

extra-terrestrial origins. Just joking! They have been gathered from various sites and while 

China's Space Agency says they will be "studied to uncover clues to the moon's multi-billion 

year history", the true aim of the mission is arguably to further cement China's position in the 

new space race currently happening between some leading nations. There now seems to be 

scientific consensus that there is water on the Moon (although it would hardly qualify for an 
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Evian and needs considerable treatment), so installing a lunar base will be a pre-requisite to 

reach Mars. The future is bright, the future is red! 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital is sole advisor to private company ARTEÏA. 

Inbound Capital acted as Outsourced Investor Relations for REWORLD MEDIA 

(ALREW FP). 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from sources 

to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent 

verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express 

or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fitness for 

any purpose of this document. 
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